Presentation 1: Chemical preparation of the root canal system prior to root filling
The emphasis of chemomechanical root canal preparation has traditionally been on reducing the microbial load in the root canal system. This goal is still key. On the other hand, little thought has gone into conditioning the root canal wall for the subsequent filling procedure. In this lecture, the chemistry and mode of action of our main irrigant, NaOCl, will be discussed. Based on this, additional chemicals and the sequence of their application will be considered.

Presentation 2: Root canal medicaments: paradigm shifts
Recent research has shown that antimicrobial root canal medicaments are not necessary. However, “not necessary” does not mean not useful. This presentation will focus on paradigm shifts in root canal medication aimed at reducing the microbial load in the canal system. These shifts are: 1) from intervisit to intravisit disinfection; 2) from inert to smart root filling materials; and 3) from sealer to biological interface.

Presentation 3: Endodontic retreatment or implant
It should be clear to any dentist that implants should not replace teeth, just missing teeth. This would be the end of the discussion on whether to do a primary endodontic treatment or replace the tooth by an implant. However, if a tooth in question already has a failed root canal treatment, things become more complicated. This talk will focus on treatment decisions in this context.
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